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ABSTRACT Relational databases are storage for a massive amount of data. Knowledge of structured query
language is a prior requirement to access that data. That is not possible for all non-technical personals, leading
to the need for a system that translates text to SQL query itself rather than the user. Text to SQL task is also
crucial because of its economic and industrial value. Natural Language Interface to Database (NLIDB) is
the system that supports the text-to-SQL task. Developing the NLIDB system is a long-standing problem.
Previously they were built based on domain-specific ontologies via pipelining methods. Recently a rising
variety of Deep learning ideas and techniques brought this area to the attention again. Now end to end
Deep learning models is being proposed for the task. Some publicly available datasets are being used for
experimentation of the contributions, making the comparison process convenient. In this paper, we review
the current work, summarize the research trends, and highlight challenging issues of NLIDB with Deep
learningmodels.We discussed the importance of datasets, predictionmodel approaches and open challenges.
In addition, methods and techniques are also summarized, along with their influence on the overall structure
and performance of NLIDB systems. This paper can help future researchers start having prior knowledge of
findings and challenges in NLIDB with Deep learning approaches.

INDEX TERMS Text to SQL, natural language processing, NLIDB, database, natural language, deep
learning, structured language.

I. INTRODUCTION
In today’s digital world, most of the data in the world are
stored in relational databases for critical applications. Data
like medical records, entertainment applications data, finan-
cial transaction applications, Customer relation systems etc.,
are required to be accessed at all times by domain experts [1].
Domain experts are least likely to know structured query
languages (SQL). Therefore, they have to hire technical help
that provides them with the graphical user interface to access
the required data. That data access comes with minimum
flexibility and many constraints. If these databases can get
accessed with natural language text queries, the impact of
the data can be changed drastically [1]. The pre-requisite
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of structured language knowledge to access the data is a
massive hurdle from utilizing it to its maximum potential.
SQL has been a powerful and impactful language, but it’s
not easily learnable for non-technical individuals. A sys-
tem that can translate Text to SQL can be a game-changer
for the data science world. Natural Language Interface to
Database (NLIDB) is a solution that allows users to interact
with the database without any additional knowledge of formal
or technical languages [20]. Figure 1 illustrates an overview
of how NLIDB provides access to the database for users with
natural language questions.

NLIDB is a research area at the merge of Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) and data Sciences [2]. Traditionally,
NLIDB were built based on the handcrafted rules, grammar
and integrated techniques and methods from NLP (Natu-
ral Language Processing) and data sciences, using machine
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of an NLIDB.

learning merely as a supportive element. These rules are
based on the semantic and syntactic considerations of the text
to SQL task [1]. Before the rise of Deep learning, NLIDB
research was built upon integrating NLP and data science
techniques. Work from [3] is an example of such a con-
tribution. Integrating NLP and data science techniques for
the NLIDB task are known as pipeline methods NLIDB.
A series of procedures and practices from data science and
NLP are combined to achieve the task in the pipeline method.
Despite that, this area has been of significant interest; still, its
performance does not apply to practical usage. A recent boom
in Deep learning made a revolutionary impact in machine
translation, communication and networking. Even though
communication is a mature field and got a higher bar for Deep
learning to exhibit the required potential, DL (Deep Learning)
methods have been proved to be the competitor of state of the
art techniques [4]. Mobile traffic classification is another area
where DL can improve complex problems and limitations
linked with traditional methods. In traffic classifiers, Deep
learningmethods do not necessarily need the port information
and can also differentiate the traffic coming from various
applications. Deep learning with the structure of training the
classifier directly from input data by feature representations
may improve the Traffic classifiers [5]. The ability of Deep
learning to capture complex dependencies reduces human
interventions. Therefore, besides the limitations that Deep
learning possesses in mobile encrypted traffic classification,
it has potential for performance improvement [6].

With all the success and potential that DL has exhibited in
other areas, it also brought NLIDB into the focus, making it a
particular case of machine translation. Intuitively sequence
to sequence model solved the text-to-SQL task with Deep
learning [7]. An input question was considered a sequence
of tokens and mapped to the output SQL query again. [8]
trained the sequence to sequence model with NL question
and SQL query paired datasets. Later it got few variations
in the basic approach to solve some linked issues such as the
order matter problem. A significant variation approach is the
sequence to set method that have been explained further in
section 3 [9]. Current work for NLIDB with Deep learning
is progressing with both techniques in parallel. A review of
NLIDB with Deep learning can be helpful to summarize the
findings, limitations and research challenges. After having
that kind of big picture, it is possible to mitigate the issues
and find a combination of methods and techniques to resolve
the current hurdles. The paper is organized in the following
manner. Section 1 is the introduction, section 2 consist of
related work, and Section 3 describes fundamental concepts
of the NLIDB. The research method is explained in detail in

TABLE 1. Acronyms used in the paper.

section 4. Research questions are also formed in section 4.
Section 5, 6 and 7 answer the research questions described
in section 4. Section 8 concludes the review paper. The tax-
onomy of this paper is shown in figure 2. Acronyms used
throughout the paper are listed in table 1 along with their full
forms.

II. RELATED WORK
Building Natural Language Interface to Database (NLIDB)
has been a numerous challenge since the 1970s. Most of
the initial work was based on a rule-based approach with
manually created attributes [2], [10]. Later going through
the path of querying with specific keywords, pattern-based
questions and grammar-based strategies, the NLIDB system
got the solution based on pipeline methods [1]. In pipeline
methods, techniques and procedures from Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and data science are integrated [11]. Vari-
ous pipeline methods have been proposed to solve issues of
NLIDB like semantic issues related to the task [12], dealing
with its syntactic and semantic problems separately [13] and
utilizing metadata to generate queries [14].

Other than these, few repairing architectures have also
been proposed to improve the performance by detect-
ing and correcting generated SQL queries [15]; using the
‘‘human in loop’’ to improve performance has also been
adopted [16]. [15] and [16] are augmenting systems that
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FIGURE 2. Taxonomy of paper.

expand the existing frameworks by integrating some tools
pre/post the procedure. Besides all this work done in NLIDB
with pipeline methods, NLIDB with machine learning is the
future for this area. After recent advancements in machine
learning brought the text-to-SQL task into focus again [8].
Work in this area via machine learning had been affected
by the fact that no large complex dataset was available.
As working with Deep learning tremendously depends on
public datasets. That became one of the hurdles in training
data-driven complex Deep learning solutions [17]. Recently,
after few large annotated datasets have been released, NLIDB
with Deep learning based on supervised training is an upris-
ing focus [18]. These datasets contain an extensive collec-
tion of natural language questions and their corresponding
SQL queries. With available datasets, supervised Deep learn-
ing models have brought new possibilities for this area of
work [8]. Adapting Deep learning proved to be a potential
solution for NLIDB. However, it also has various challenges
linked as it is observed that despite being a simple dataset
of Wikisql, still, no work has been able to achieve 100%
accuracy on the task [19]. It is still vague what it will take to
perform better accuracy with available datasets, i.e., Wikisql
and spider datasets. Also, the question of how NLIDB can
progress enough for industrial use is a primary focus. To clear
up mentioned concerns, it is essential to view the findings and
problems of the area in one place.

There is not much work available regarding review papers
for NLIDB [20]. Available review papers are either not up to
date or too generic and do not specifically address the NLIDB
with Deep learning. A literature review study by [21] is one of
the rare studies done for NLIDB. It left many gaps to fill, such
as limited coverage of the area; that means [21] had included
selective and less number of contributions for this review.
That much work cannot cover the findings for the whole
area. The timeline for review had not been specified as well.
Therefore, the latest work representation was not the focus.
They discussed the advantages and disadvantages of NLIDB
systems along with the features comparison of 4 selected
NLIDBs. The whole study consists of 10 papers; therefore,
it is not a detailed review comprising ten articles, unlike

current work consisting of more than 50 papers. A literature
review by [19] covered the latest ideas and trends of the area.
With a specified timeline, it covered the area more effectively.
The scope of this study was broader than the current study.
Therefore, feature comparison was the only aspect focused
on in this work.

Survey of NLIDB by [21] covers an enormous scope and
therefore could not focus on NLIDB with Deep learning
enough. In the current study, technical challenges and hurdles
are highlighted for researchers. With the recent work that
researchers had put in NLIDB with Deep learning, it became
essential to cover the scope, ideas, and challenges related to
technical aspects. This review paper summarises and analyses
the latest work, limiting our content only to Deep learning
NLIDB. We have covered the newest contributions for Deep
learning NLIDBs but results from articles are compared only
for thoseNLIDBwhich have been experimentedwithWikisql
dataset or Spider dataset for equal grounds of comparison.
The overall analysis is conducted based on accuracy, the
approach adopted, and the combination of encoding tech-
niques and methods have been discussed with their possible
effects: research challenges and strategies to tackle them
have also been highlighted in this work. Table 2 summarizes
the similar work done previously for the NLIDB area, what
features are covered, and what further has been dealt with in
the current contribution.

III. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS FOR NLIDB WITH DEEP
LEARNING
A. SEQUENCE TO SEQUENCE AND SEQUENCE TO SET
LEARNING
Initial work on NLIDB with Deep learning was based
on Sequence to Sequence machine translation [8]. With
Sequence to Sequence machine translation, the input
sequence is mapped with the output sequence. These mod-
els are trained based on input sequence and given output
sequence mappings. This approach faced the ‘‘Order matter’’
problem, which impacted its performance critically. To over-
come this issue, sequence to sequence methods use reinforce-
ment learning [17], but it also has not proved to mitigate this
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TABLE 2. Comparison of previous review work with current work.

issue altogether. Sequence to set learning is an alternative
approach to avoid the ‘‘order matter’’ problem by dividing
the prediction process into sections [9]. A separate module
predicts a specific part of the query, and its dependency is
selective based on attention mechanism instead of the whole
sequence. Sequence to set approach has other limitations
like lack of context and global dependency between database
schema and Natural Language (NL) questions. Attention
mechanisms are a possible solution for this problem. Cur-
rently, work effort in the NLIDB area is parallel based on both
of these machine translation systems.

B. ENCODER AND DECODER
With the Deep learning NLIDB, a concept of encoder and
decoder has been proved a practical approach. After the
initial adoption of the encoder-decoder approach for machine
translation by [7], this has been the most popular approach
for text to SQL translation, usually based on LSTM for both
encoder and decoder in most cases. Encoder reads the input
sequence one at a time and converts the whole sequence into
vector representation that can be used to predict the output.
The hidden state of the encoder is passed to the decoder for
processing and decoding the sequence of predicted results.
Various methods and techniques are used for the encoder
to create the most effective and impactful input represen-
tation [23]. Encapsulating the maximum and most relevant
aspects of the input data is an integral part of the process.
Similarly, extracting the output based on the hidden states of
the encoder is the other half of the process performed by the
decoder [24].

C. WORD EMBEDDING
Word embedding converts the textual information into
numerical representation to make it interpretable for the
Deep learning models [25]. Various word embedding tech-
niques are crafted within proposed models, but some off-
the-shelf word embedding models are widely used for
encoding purposes [26]. GloVe (Global Vectors for Word
Representation) model is an example of such techniques

used for word embedding to capture the relation and mean-
ing of words in linear directions. It statistically finds the
connection of the words by identifying and counting their co-
occurrences [27]. BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations) [28] is another example of off the shelf encoders.
Using BERT, only the decoder layer is needed to be
designed for a prediction model. It has been fine-tuned
and utilized in many state of the art NLIDB systems.
Table 3 consists of the list of fundamental concepts for
NSIDB with deep learning that can help understand the
background more effectively. Figure 3 exhibits the general
idea of encoder-decoder based NLIDB with Deep learning
models.

IV. RESEARCH METHOD
This review aims to provide a detailed understanding of
NLIDB concepts, findings, and limitations regarding further
improvement. To define a more clear scope of this paper, it is
essential to specify the research questions. This paper evalu-
ates the recent work done in the NLIDB area by comparing
the recently proposed text to SQL models, their performance,
and each model’s limitations. This article also emphasizes
the importance of NLP methods and their role in the devel-
opment of NLIDB. NLP techniques and practices that are
being utilized recently to cover the performance gaps and
bringing further improvement regarding the accuracy are also
discussed, along with the issues they impact most. Brief com-
parisons and detailed discussions in this work are beneficial
to give a head start about achieved milestones vs gaps in the
area. Following are the research questions to describe these
objectives briefly.

RQ1:What are available datasets for text to SQL tasks with
supervised learning, and how are they essential to improve
performance?

RQ2:What are the approaches that have been adapted from
Deep learning for NLIDB until now? And what are their
research focuses?

RQ3: What are the focused research challenges of NLIDB
with machine learning, and NLP methods and techniques
being used to mitigate them?
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FIGURE 3. NLIDB with deep learning.

TABLE 3. Summary of fundamental concepts for NLIDB with deep learning.

FIGURE 4. Research methodology.

After defining the research questions, it is essential to
specify the methodology process for our review study. Search
and identify the available work relevant to the NLIDB is the
first step of the methodology process. Figure 4 illustrates the
two steps based methodology process adopted in this study.

A. PAPER SEARCH PROCESS
The search process consists of three phases to cover the
most recent work in the area. In the first phase, we searched
through three electronic databases ‘‘Google Scholar’’, ‘‘IEEE
Xplore’’ and ‘‘Scopus’’. The used search keywords are
‘‘NLIDB’’, ‘‘NLIDB andmachine learning’’, ‘‘text to SQL ’’,
‘‘Natural language to structured language’’, and (‘‘NLIDB’’
and ‘‘Machine Learning’’). In the second phase, the high-
ranked conferences in Machine Learning, data Science, and
Natural Language Processing were enlisted based on the BK
list, Core and SOC list. The top 3 conferences related to each
area (DB,NLP, andML)were selected and scannedmanually.
After reading the titles of all the papers from the conferences
chosen, We picked seemingly relevant articles.

In the third phase, We manually scanned the bibliogra-
phy of the selected papers as well. After searching through
reference lists of the selected papers, We gathered relevant
papers from the bibliography of the previously chosen papers.

Table 4 shows the scanned conferences for relevant articles
and the number of papers gathered from each conference. It is
observed that most of the NLIDB related papers are found
in NLP conferences. But it cannot be taken as a thumb rule,
as we have also seen many valuable articles from VLDB
(Very Large Databases) conference proceedings which are
DB conferences.

On the other hand, machine learning or pattern recognition
conferences seem to have no such exception. As it can be
observed from table 4, We found most of the relevant papers
in NLP conferences, and dB conferences are 2nd on the
list. Near to no paper were discovered in Machine Learning
conferences. Based on these observations, we can say that this
topic is most closely related to the NLP and using Deep learn-
ing as a tool is the only latest trend for the issue. Table 4 shows
the manually searched and scanned conferences for the latest
work in the area of NLIDB.

B. QUALITY APPRAISAL
Our defined criteria for quality appraisal and filtering papers
consist of the following rules.

Articles that are case reports are not included.
• Review papers are categorized separately to consider for
related work but not included for comparative analysis.
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TABLE 4. Manually scanned conferences.

• Papers with no experiments or experiments with local
datasets are not included. For comparison analysis, arti-
cles based on only the Spider dataset or Wikisql Dataset
are included.

• As work in this area is still struggling for practical
enough accuracy. Therefore, articles that have not men-
tioned the accuracy of results are not included for
comparison.

• Only closely relevant to the proposing new NLIDB
articles are included; NLIDBs dealing with SQL are
included.

• For analysis purposes, only NLIDB with machine learn-
ing models is included.

• PhD or Masters Studies are not included.
• Conference papers are only included from the previous
conferences.

C. SELECTION PROCESS
Papers collected from the search process are further stud-
ied and evaluated. The first filter is made based on their
publication venue to keep up the quality from the begin-
ning. Among 349 articles, We selected 105 articles. Later
on, review papers, case reports, and distantly relevant papers
were filtered out, leaving 85 papers on the list. We applied
a further filter for NLIDB with machine learning and cat-
egorized filtered articles according to their direct or indi-
rect link with the Deep learning NLIDB. Strictly related to
‘‘text-to-SQL’’ tasks with Deep learning was selected for
comparison purposes, and NLIDB with heuristic approaches
were listed to study and timeline reference of this problem.
This filter left 60 articles experimented with well-known
standard datasets. Papers selected for the comparison were
categorized according to the dataset they were trained and
tested with. It is essential to compare the articles that exper-
imented on the same dataset for direct comparison and fair
analysis. Therefore, NLIDBmodels that have used other than
Wikisql or Spider dataset for training and testing purposes
were filtered out only for reference and discussion. Finally,
there were 30 papers for the comparative analysis process.
Table 5 shows the scrutinized articles after each step of the
process.

TABLE 5. Number of articles after quality criteria applications.

V. RQ1: WHAT ARE AVAILABLE DATASETS FOR TEXT TO
SQL TASKS WITH SUPERVISED LEARNING, AND HOW
ARE THEY ESSENTIAL TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE?
For supervised Deep learning, text to SQL task needs labelled
dataset. There are few datasets available for this purpose with
the most straightforward queries. Those simple queries are
not complex enough to train a model for practical usage. The
most well-known datasets are ATIS, GeoQuery, Restaurants,
Scholar, Academic, Yelp and IMDB, Wikisql, and Spider.
Most of them are related to one database or consist of sin-
gle table databases [29]. The recently constructed dataset
SPLASH (Semantic Parsing with Language Assistance from
Humans) [30] offers complicated databases and queries to
experiment further. This dataset is mainly focused on correct-
ing the SQL queries based on human response. This dataset is
not much tested and worked with yet. Another dataset by [31]
is another recently constructed dataset for the text to SQL
task. This dataset mainly consists of medical records which
contain additional difficulty based on abbreviations and tech-
nical terms. Besides that, these recent datasets are compar-
atively more complex and appropriate to represent real-time
issues. But they have not been used and experimented with
yet. Among all these datasets,Wikisql and Spider are themost
widely used datasets [32] as they have strong baseline models
and a standard evaluation matrix. Therefore, they are more
convenient to experiment and compare results.

Moreover, they have the most enriched and complex
datasets among other available datasets [8]. Restaurants
dataset consists of user questions about food and location
etc. and not a labelled dataset with SQL queries. The scholar
dataset is about academic publications and their correspond-
ing SQL verified from users. The academic dataset has a
similar domain with scholars, but their schema is different.
Geoquery contains questions about US geography with SQL
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TABLE 6. Summary of recent dataset for NLIDB.

annotation [29]. The advising dataset includes the questions
about the University of Michigan and Yelp, and IMDB has
about the yelp website and online movie database. ATIS
corpus was designed for speech query systems for rela-
tional databases. This dataset contained questions about flight
booking and consisted of a single database [33]. Therefore,
it did not offer much logical complication as compared to
the recently presented datasets. However, [34] introduced the
expanded version of the ATIS dataset, including the con-
text dependency within the questions. Besides, the context-
dependency ATIS dataset offers limited logical complexity
as compared to the SParC dataset. It is a multi-turn ver-
sion of the Spider dataset [35]. Semantic Parsing in con-
text (SParC) dataset is the context dependant variation of the
Spider dataset. This dataset is used mainly for interactive
systemswhere series of queries are interconnected via context
dependency. It has more logical complications because of the
cross-domain and multi tables based queries.

In this study, our comparison base is Wikisql and Spider
datasets as they have a vast range of implemented models,
and many state of the art models are training with either one
of these two or both of these datasets.

A. WIKISQL
An extensive collection of automatically generated ques-
tions about individual tables fromWikipedia, paraphrased by
crowd workers to be fluent English [8]. It is an extensive
collection of hand-annotated data. AsWikisql contains a large
variety of databases, therefore it offers query diversity for the
training process. This dataset does not have any joins as each
database consists of one table only [29]. Therefore, NLIDB
models trained with this dataset do not cover joins. They only
cover the select and where clause. Evaluation Metrix for this
dataset includes execution accuracy, query match accuracy
and logical form accuracy.

B. SPIDER
A most recent large-scale, human-annotated and cross-
domain Text-to-SQL benchmark. Dataset is categorized in
Easy, Medium, Hard and Extra Hard levels [32]. Queries
with more than two SELECT columns, more than two
WHERE conditions, and GROUP BY two columns, or con-
tains EXCEPT or nested queries are considered hard. Any-
thing above that is extra hard. Evaluation matrix includes
Execution accuracy and query match accuracy [29]. The Spi-
der dataset has multiple tables therefore contains joins also.
Furthermore, it has queries with other clauses to make a more
complex and real time dataset. It is observed that the Spider

dataset has the closest similarity to the actual queries. It is
the latest trend for training and experimenting purpose in the
recent NLIDB area. Current datasets that have been used for
NLIDB are listed along with their features in table 6.

C. ACCURACY MATRIX
WikiSQL was launched with logical form accuracy evalua-
tion metrics and execution accuracy. Logical form accuracy
meaning if the predicted query matches its gold query in
terms of logic, but the logically correct queries can be exe-
cuted error-free giving unintended results [8]; this is why exe-
cution accuracy gives vague results in this text-to-SQL tasks.
Although Execution accuracy requires more minor details to
be taken care of, it also provides false positives. Similarly,
the Spider ladder board has two types of accuracy metrics.
One of them is exact matching accuracy, and the other is
execution accuracy [32]. When the output query matches the
components of the gold query, it is exact match accuracy.
Exact match accuracy ignores the order of select columns
but does not evaluate the where clause values. Execution
accuracy is when the executed result of output and gold query
matches [36].

D. CRITICAL ANALYSIS
As can be seen from table 6, the most complicated dataset
available for this task is the Spider dataset to this date. ATIS
data has joins and data in multiple tables, but its data is from a
single domain and has no order by clause. Similarly, the Geo-
query dataset has some complicated queries but do not have
cross-domain data. Wikisql is a more extensive dataset than
both previously discussed datasets and, therefore, much more
used than the other two. But Wikisql contains most simple
queries, and models trained with such datasets cannot cope
with complications of real-time databases. It can be observed
that previous datasets either consist of a single domain or a
single table. Therefore, not contently enough to be trained
for real-time databases. Spider dataset, being most recent, has
solved some of those problems but not all. It has a cross-
domain dataset as well as joins and complicated queries also.
But the number of queries containing order by and group by
clauses is not enough to train a practically applicable model.

VI. RQ2: WHAT ARE THE APPROACHES THAT HAVE
BEEN ADAPTED FROM DEEP LEARNING FOR NLIDB
UNTIL NOW? AND WHAT IS THEIR RESEARCH FOCUS?
There have been two types of primarily used approaches
for NLIDB recently. Sequence to sequence approach and
sequence to set/modularized models set method [37].
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Sequence to sequence approaches takes a series of input and
provides a sequence output. Existing datasets for text to SQL
do not have a complete query set as ground truth. Therefore,
Sequence to Sequence suffers from the Order Matter problem
regarding where clause [38].

On the other hand, the sequence to set approach deals with
previously predicted tokens as a form of set, and dependency
is selective based on different methods. Usually, they have
a separate module for total columns in the query and then
a particular module for predicting database entities for each
part of the query. [36] resolves the order matter problem but
creates another issue of not utilizing relation of columns and
conditions in where clause.

A. SEQUENCE TO SEQUENCE TRANSLATION
Work by [7] is one of the pioneers who used Deep Neural
Nets to perform ‘‘End to End’’ Translation through Seq2Seq
Learning. They demonstrated that LSTM could be used
with minimum assumptions, proposing dual LSTM Encoder-
‘‘Decoder’’ architecture to do Language Translation, show-
ing the promise of Neural Machine Translation (NMT) over
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) with a limited vocab-
ulary. A modified model for SQL semantic parsing Seq2SQL
by [8] outperformed previous baselines and showed the
state of the art performance. It also minimized the issue of
the query’s unordered nature by using reinforcement learn-
ing. Later work in Sequence to Sequence-based approaches
adopted sequence to set the concept of modularization. Work
by [39] is Sequence to Sequence based encoder-decoder
model with CNN usage for input embedding, distributed
in 3 sub-modules, select column, and aggregate and where
condition. A model with three decoding channels [40] is used
for SQL keyword prediction, column name prediction, and
cell value prediction.

The switching gate model is trained for switching between
channels. Another channel controlling approach by [41]
attention and copying mechanism is adopted along with a
training approach. A type system is introduced to control
the decoder. Based on the type, a type decoder gets selected
to copy the constants from NL question or table headers as
column name/cell value or pick up the words from a fixed
vocabulary set of SQL operators. Some models attempted to
solve the semantic gap with the help of external knowledge.
In this context, [17] proposed a sequence to sequence pre-
processing focused model. Input to its encoder is an input
question, an annotated form of a question that was processed
based on database schema information such as column names
and values of columns, along with a set of possible phrases
for a column name. After detecting the mention of columns
and cell values in the question, they are replaced with dummy
terms and turn NL question into annotated question form.
Non-column/cell values are replaced with SQL keywords
and generate annotated SQL queries. Input to the encoder is
annotated question and table header/column names. A trained
model can be adapted for the cross-domain with anonymized
questions. Another cross-domain model proposed by [42] has

a similar concept of stripping the query structure out of the
question by tagging schema elements. After tagging those
elements, various queries become identical and can be gener-
alized over domains. Parser of an end to end Natural language
interface to the database by [43] is based on the sequence to
sequence approach. It mainly emphasizes on query correct-
ness module. During the decoding process, a generated SQL
query is tested against the query execution module, and if it is
not executable, it is presented to the user for correctness. The
ability to handle the feedback in the text suggests that it has an
impressive GUI to support the whole process with a separate
communication section, the results section and the database
schema display section on the screen. The work’s primary
focus is query correction with user interaction and Metadata
inclusion as part of the feature input to the encoder. Sequence
to action parsing [44] combines Sequence to Sequence and
Sequence to set approaches. It has grammar-based rules with
a sequence of parsing decisions dynamically. Every step is
based on previous path history, the current input and defined
policy grammar, advancing according to the learnt policy.
That can be different every time it is executed, and it is not
fixed. That’s why it’s called the non-deterministic incremen-
tal approach.

The idea of multiple correct output/paths is proposed. For
more semantic assistance with cross-domain dataset spider,
the editing mechanism by [45] is vital for query generation
with the help of context vector, i.e., last output query. The
current query checks the probability with a context vector that
can copy any component from the previous query in the cur-
rent one. Input for its decoder is NL utterance alongwithmost
relevant column names, context vector and database schema.
More work has been done to add context as part of input in
any form. Such as [46], RAT SQL is based on sequence to
sequence work, but they expanded it with a tree-like structure.
Mainly they focused on including schema information with
the added context of the natural language question. A joint
hidden stated encoding is proposed to add more context and
more schema information according to the natural language
question context. The schema linking approach for tagging
the natural language question with schema related info is
integrated with the GNN graph of schema. Another schema
encoding based work by [47] incorporated the schema infor-
mation with a separate schema encoder for this purpose,
along with a sequence encoder. It enhanced the contextual
information for the decoder.

Although most of the work has experimented with Wikisql
or Spider dataset, not all have worked with Wikisql or spider
dataset. Therefore, they are not part of our comparisons.
But their pioneer work settled the base for further work in
this area. Such as NEURAL ENQUIRER [48] is one of
the pioneers of NLIDB with end to end Neural Network
(NN). It is entirely based on end to end training of neural
networks with input-output training examples. It has limited
implementation as the experiment was based on one table
dataset. Natural language interface specifically for Open-
StreetMaps database [49] recognizes location keywords from
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NL question and preprocessing of the dataset. Recognized
area mapped to the OSM object by using OSM tool nomina-
tion and search technique with string matching. Then a base
semantic parser is used to convert NL to Machine Readable
Language. The base parser, in this case, is an SMT system
that translates from natural language to a machine-readable
language (MRL).

B. SEQUENCE TO SET TRANSLATION
A more simplified sequence to set model was introduced
by [9] and resolved the ‘‘order-matters’’ problems from
Seq2SQL without using Reinforcement learning. It further
proposed a column attention structure for adding column
context information. A slot filling approach with type recog-
nition was proposed by [50] based on SQLNet. From the NL
question, the types of each token are recognized and paired
with the tokens. This type, word pairs are also part of the input
feature for the encoder-decoder NLIDB model. The idea
of decoupling of SQL syntax problems from schema issues
adopting slot filling approach with dual encoder model was
proposed [18]. The model also adds contextual information
with a dual attention mechanism.

The first model generates the SQL syntax sketch, which is
encoded as input and the natural language query. The second
model is for SQL generation, which takes the encoded sketch
and NL question as input. SQL sketch generation model
was based on the sequence to sequence approach. It also
utilized the attentionmechanism for SQL sketch and database
columns to add full context from both sides. Coarse2fine [37]
is another attempt at separating semantic and structure issues.
The central concept is to generate a rough but meaningful
sketch first as an intermediate form. That sketch is later
transformed into a structured query based on natural language
questions, database schema and sketch itself.

Another such model is proposed by [51], where they sepa-
rate schema related information inNL query by entity linking.
This method enhanced the performance in the domain and
made the model trainable for the cross-domain. A data aug-
mentation algorithm was also proposed to reduce the human
effort for preparing training data at the target domain. One
of the current research focuses on cross-domain models is to
get equivalent or better performance via models with fewer
data requirements. Thus, the proposed structure by [52] is
among such contributions. It mainly deals with turning a
regular supervised learning task into a Meta-learning task for
semantics. It presented a design to create a pseudo task with
the help of the relevance function. Hence, a new system can be
trained quickly and with a small dataset. Also, it makes learn-
ing more specific to each example, increasing the semantic
and syntactic mapping. The semantic gap mainly comes from
misinterpreted column names and wrong cell-column values.
Another slot filling approach proposed by [53] combined the
rule-based method by turning the text to SQL task into week
supervised learning. Framework worked in two parts; first
creating the SQLwith the help of database grammar rules and
then using a neural network based on explored SQL queries.

An algorithm is proposed based on standard database rules as
grammar rules for the first part of the process.

In the second part, three main modules are trained: the
select column, the select aggregate, and the where clause.
It takes natural language question and table header hidden
state as input—similar architecture proposed by [54] with dis-
tinctionwhere they focused on encoding the input with BERT.
Work on grammar-based slot filling approach by [55] with
neural network showed the minimum over a generation for
the task. Cell value information to cover the wrong condition
value problem was focused on in work by [19]. Values are
identified from the NL question, and then value-column pairs
are generated. Value context is also calculated based on value
and input questions. Value abstraction is done by replacing
values in question with the constant token ‘‘ENTITY’’. All
these preprocessed sets are added to the encoder as input
features.

In the context of a more complex SQL task spider dataset,
SyntaxSQLNet [56] network is a state of the art framework.
It works based on a predefined SQL structure, and its module
predicts in the sequential pattern based on history token.
It takes NL question, DB schema, current SQL decoding his-
tory path andmanually created grammar as input. The current
SQL decoding history path adds the syntax in the upcoming
prediction. The decoder structure is based on nine separately
trained independent modules called for execution based on
manually featured SQL grammar. SQL recursive clause wise
decoding proposed by [24] predicts the SQL sketch as the
first step instead of taking SQL sketch as part of input like
SyntaxSQLNet. It is different from SyntaxSQLNet, as this
framework works in a procedural way instead of in a sequen-
tial format. Three modules are trained for each clause, such
as 1- Prediction of sketch, 2- Column prediction, 3- Operator
prediction module. Also, sequence to sequence architecture
is applied for column prediction instead of sequence to set.
As the order is essential for the group by and order by clauses,
Recursive clause wise work is further done by [57]; they
emphasize the complex queries in terms of subqueries.

A recursive SQL template builder is proposed that splits
the complex query into multiple subqueries and fill the slot
accordingly. Statement Position Code idea is explicitly pre-
sented to deal with nested queries with a sketch based slot
filling approach. IRNet is another work on spider task by [58]
that tackles two main issues of NLIDB. Mismatch problem
and lexical problem. This model sequentially generates an
intermediate representation ofNL question and schema. Tree-
like structured intermediate representation does not contain
exact SQL syntax but contains schema information regard-
ing NL input. It takes NL question, database schema and
entity linking information as input. IRNet was expanded [36]
by integrating necessary preprocessing as part of the whole
procedure. Their focus was to minimize the semantic gap
between values of a natural language question and database
schema. Values are not always explicitly mentioned in the
question statement. Therefore, the model suffers the vague-
ness of their detection. They used the techniques of Question
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hint and schema hint for this purpose. For each token in
the question statement, it was tagged as if it is a column,
table or value. Vice versa was done for the schema elements
by finding a set of significant columns and tables from the
question. This information is passed to the neural network
as additional knowledge. Another work by [23] emphasized
lexical problems and proposed an entity linking supervised
learning model. An anonymization model is integrated with
some base parser, and an anonymous utterance set acts as an
additional input vector for the parser. Creating a dataset for
anonymization model training is a significant limitation of
this model. Other than semantic issues, some work focused
on encoding the schema elements as effectively as possible.
Work by [59] proposed to encode the relationship of all the
schema elements to impact the context and from clause.

As spider dataset, queries are executed against the unseen
complex dataset. Therefore, schema modelling also got some
attention for NLIDB. A model proposed by [60] emphasized
schema modelling to handle unseen schema issues regard-
ing spider datasets. For this model, the database schema is
encoded in its complete representation. To capture all the
relations and links in the database schema, GNN is learnt to
represent schema graphswith nodes and their relevance score,
which also covers foreign key and primary key relations with
the help of defined nodes and edges. This work was extended
further by [61] adding a global node to the schema graph,
hence considering schema context globally instead of relying
on local relevance or similarity functions.Moreover, they also
proposed a re-ranking model integrating with the prediction
model. The Re-ranking model captures the candidate queries
from the parser’s beam and calculates their score with the re-
rank loss function and learnt parameters. Re-ranking queries
based on the global alignment of question words with the
database constants improves the accuracy. A two-phased one-
shot learning model is proposed by [62]. It consists of two
models, for SQL template classification and the other is for
slot filling. The basic idea is to group similar template-based
queries, and each group can be predicted by a model trained
with only one similar template. The model has experimented
with four datasets Advising, Atis, GeoQuery and Scholar.
An Encoder decoder based model SQLLova is presented
by [63], integrating and collecting approaches from all over
the area to get the highest accuracy score. [63] Proposed
a model reusing BERT, SQLNET, and execution guidance
methods mainly. BERT is used for encoding, and the decoder
is based on SQLNet, with the essential variations. In contrast
to SQLNet, SqlLova doesn’t share parameters inter mod-
ules. Another variation is, for where-values, it depends on
where selected columns and operators instead of relying on
sequence network.

C. INTEGRATED MODELS
Some efforts are made to integrate a model pre/post the
prediction based language model. Primarily they are trained
to identify the errors and correct them. A mechanism of exe-
cution guidance was introduced by [64] to intervene the base

model at a stage where they have candidate predictions. This
model, integrated with any autoregressive base program, exe-
cutes the partially generated query and detects and excludes
faulty programs during the decoding procedure. User feed-
back is another popular approach to verify and improve
the output. A Structured query generation framework Dial-
SQL [65], has been proposed to boost the performance of
existing algorithms via user interaction. After identifying
potential errors in the query, user feedback was collected to
validate them via simple multiple questions. These models
experimented with Wikisql hence can work only with the
most straightforward queries. For a more complex dataset
spider, a user interaction model-based intelligent agent is
proposed [38] to integrate with some base semantic parser
to validate the output and boost accuracy results. MISP-SQL
mainly consists of Agent State, Error Detector, Actuator and
world model. It captures partial SQL query from the base
parser, detects the error probability, and generates a question
for the user. Error probability is based on comparing the
base model’s uncertainty score with a threshold. An approach
proposed by [66] proposed a method to utilize the BERT lan-
guage model. They only used BERT encoding to emphasize
its complete usage and did not use any additional encoder of
their own.

They integrated the output column from the language
model with the questin instead of a set of candidate columns.
They used execution guidance to run the query during decod-
ing and correct it in case of run time error. Another BERT
based model was proposed by [25], focusing on the correct-
ness of the query. Based on the search beam, a re-ranker was
integrated with the GNN parser, which takes the candidate
queries and re-ranks them to the correct query. The re-ranking
process improves the performance when the valid query is
always in the candidate list but not selected as the final query.
They fine-tuned the BERT language model by integrating it
with the GNN parser. For the mismatch problem, integration
with the base parser is proposed by [67]. They leveraged an
external knowledge set of Adjective-noun pairs for operator
prediction. Adjective-noun pairs are extracted from web cor-
pora; semantic analysis is applied in 3 steps, extraction of
adjectives and nouns, finding their relation, making 2 clusters
of a positive and negative relation between adjective and
noun. This external knowledge is passed as one of the features
to any existing models; in this case, the SyntaxSqlNet model
has been tested. This model mainly focuses on predicting
comparison operators for columns based on adjective words
in NL questions. Another significant contribution is [68], but
We cannot compare it with the majority of the work done
for NLIDB with Deep learning. As they have used unsuper-
vised learning for the task, most of the work in this area is
with supervised learning. They used policy gradient-based
reinforcement learning with three types of coverage rewards
to guide the learning process. They have used unsupervised
learning with a dataset consisting of pairs of questions and
answers instead of labelled datasets. Because of different
datasets than other contributions, direct comparison of this
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work is not possible. Tables 7 and 8 compare significant
work done with the WikiSQL dataset and spider dataset,
respectively.

D. CRITICAL ANALYSIS
Overall recent work in NLIDB with the Deep learning area
can be categorized into 3 major categories. Sequence to
Sequence work where model follows the pattern of mapping
sequence of input tokens to the sequence of output tokens.
This is not an ideal text pattern for SQL tasks because the
order does not matter in the whole SQL query. In a sequence
of tokens, ordermatters, and that restricts the training process.
In SQL query, order only matters in the group by and order
by clauses and creates overall syntax of the query. It does not
matter in the where clause or in the select clause. Therefore,
recent datasets likeWikisql and Spider have clause-wise eval-
uation schemes for this task. Sequence to sequence approach
does not fit in this scenario and performs relatively poorly in
condition accuracy, which ultimately raises the order matter
problem.

The second category in which we have categorized the
work is the sequence to set. This is another most commonly
adopted approach for text to SQL tasks with Deep learning.
This has been proposed and used as an alternative of sequence
to sequence to avoid order matters problem. In this approach,
all the clauses are made separate and treated as an individual
set. A particular module is trained for each clause, and one
module predicts the syntax of placing all the clauses together.
This way, all clauses are predicted independently, and the pre-
diction model can avoid the order matters problem. It invites
other issues, though, like not considering enough context
information for a particular prediction. Various methods and
models have been proposed with Sequence to Sequence and
Sequence to set approaches to resolve these issues. Still,
no one is accurate enough to make it practically useable until
now.

In the third category, a different kind of work has been
placed than both previously discussed. Integrated models
focus on the pre/post-processing part of the whole process
and provide better results. In such work, they trained an extra
model to process the input/output of some existing models
and integrated them with the existing ones. This sort of work
has also contributed significantly to the current accuracy of
the NLIDB systems. Therefore, We cannot complete a brief
review picture without including the review of integrated
models. Most of this work is focused on methods to input
the database information and techniques to gap the semantic
issues by machine-human interaction.

VII. RQ3: WHAT ARE THE FOCUSED RESEARCH
CHALLENGES OF NLIDB WITH MACHINE LEARNING, AND
WHAT ARE NLP METHODS AND TECHNIQUES BEING
USED TO MITIGATE THEM?
Major challenges for NLIDB with deep learning are dis-
tributed among 2 categories of dataset challenges and con-
dition accuracy challenges. Figure 5 shows the subcategories

FIGURE 5. Challenges and open issues.

and they have been explained in details in the subsections.
Table 10 shows the challenges faced in NLIDB area along
with the solutions that have been proposed to mitigate those
problems specifically.

A. CONDITION ACCURACY ISSUES
The clause ‘‘where’’ of the query holds the condition/s for the
data that needs to be fetched. This part is critical in terms of
query execution results. It is observed that accuracy regarding
conditions in the ‘‘where’’ clause is lowest compared to the
other clauses in a simple query [37]. In the NLIDB area,
this problem is known as the condition accuracy issue. This
review has observed that most of the challenges and problems
are linked with the ‘‘where’’ clause of the query. Although
most of the work in this area focuses on improving condi-
tion accuracy, it has been the most challenging part of the
task [65]. As few articles have provided ablation studies and
detailed results, this can provide us with more insight into the
current situation of condition accuracy for NLIDBs. It can
be observed from Table 9 that where clause has the least
accuracy among all other clauses. Many sub-challenges are
contributing to the condition accuracy overall. In this study,
we will discuss those challenges in detail along with the NLP
techniques used as support to cope with these issues.

1) ORDER MATTER PROBLEM
Order the conditions in ‘‘where clause’’ does not matter
during execution, but it matters syntax wise while generating
the query. Two queries with different conditions are similar
for execution but are considered unique queries based on
their different syntax [11]. There might be two queries with
the same execution in training data, but because of vary-
ing condition order, they seem to be two separate queries
syntactically. Finding the correct ordering for the sequence
to sequence models becomes difficult, as they need single
ground truth query labelling for training purposes [42]. The
‘‘order matter’’ problem has been faced by sequence to
sequence-based models because they depend on the whole
sequence of the tokens taking into account their order. It Cre-
ates many false negatives based on the syntax of the outputs
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TABLE 7. Summary of NLIDBs with WikisQL dataset.

and drastically drops the training process’s performance [9].
This issue has been proved to be one of the significant
hurdles for boosting Sequence to Sequence NLIDBs. Rein-
forcement learning is one of the methods to resolve the
challenge, using it on top of the standard supervised training
procedure.

Value-based loss functions are run on a standard sequence
to sequence model, based on its output to fine-tune the train-
ing purpose. They compute the reward after decoding the
output, based on whether it is a well-formed query or not.
That reward is used to fine-tune the algorithm by trying to

maximize the total reward. The system learns the correct
answer after many trials and errors with the help of rewards
and penalties [9]. Although usage of Reinforcement learn-
ing improves the results, improvement is still limited and
progressing slowly. Another way to avoid the order matter
problem is to adopt an altogether different model structure
like the sequence to set approach. This approach has been
adopted widely to resolve this issue but has brought other
limitations along with it. As a sequence to set process, it does
not consider any previous output while predicting a token,
and each model predicts a separate part of the sequence.
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TABLE 8. Summary of NLIDBs with spider dataset.

TABLE 9. F1 scores of SQL component matching on the dev set.

Therefore, context information is often ignored, which can
otherwise contribute to enhanced accuracy [39].

For this reason, sequence to sequence models are more
practical to capture some of the context information of natural
language questions and SQL queries. Until now, methods that
are being used to solve order matter problems are either not
as supportive to produce practical results or are creating new
issues linked with them. Therefore, the order matter problem
is still an open issue and needs more insights and novel ideas
for better performance of the where clause and consequently
better accuracy overall.

2) CONTEXT CONSIDERATION
Lack of context is another problem related to where clause
accuracy issues. The sequence to set approach was adopted
to solve the order matter problem in sequence to sequence
models. But it faced another major issue of lack of context
included while token prediction [39]. This issue is faced by
sequence to set approaches mostly because their prediction is
in groups and clauses, which is not dependent on the whole
NL question or any previously decoded token in the sequence.
Any additional information about Natural language ques-
tions or previously predicted tokens is counted as contextual
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TABLE 10. Research challenges.

information. Contextual information also impacts prediction
accuracy. For Sequence to Sequence NLIDB, some extent
of context is added implicitly as the prediction of one token
is based on the previous output of the decoder [41]. On the
other hand, sequence to set approachwhere a separatemodule
is trained for each part of the sequence, implicit additional
information involved is minimized. Therefore, they usually
work based on string matching or local word to word effect.
The context must be added explicitly to make prediction
global instead of string matching or local word to word effect.
NLP techniques support the basic Deep learning NLIDB to
cope with related challenges.

Various Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods are
adopted for context consideration problems. The attention
mechanism is one of the NLP techniques used to find the rela-
tion between two components. An attention mechanism was
initially introduced for the sequence to sequence models to
enhance the context information from just one previous token
to the whole sequence. For the NLIDB area, it was adopted
with sequence to set initially to add some context informa-
tion. The Self-attention version of this mechanism is widely

adopted for text to SQL models. Running an attention mech-
anism between input elements is called self-attention [67].
The attention mechanism is to find the weighted relation
between given components. Calculated score from the atten-
tion mechanism presents the importance of the parts of a
sequence regarding one token. It maps the decoder with
the hidden states of the complete input sequence providing
a global effect for one particular token. The decoder has
access to all the input tokens and their attention score. It can
select any of them based on their importance regarding the
one being predicted. Various combinations have been tried
and tested to boost the performance of text to SQL model
in terms of context consideration. Self-attention between
columns, column to cells, cell values, and natural language
tokens have experimented with a clear performance boost.
Integration of schema linking with GNN schema graph has
also been experimented with to consider additional contex-
tual information for better results [46]. From current work,
it is observed that besides boosting performance, condition
accuracy is still not up to the point of practical usage yet
and where clause still suffers from the most errors. Hence,
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the attention mechanism for context consideration is still an
open topic for more ideas so that it can be utilized effectively
for better condition accuracy. Relevance functions are also
used for context addition [64]. A numerical value is calculated
based on relevance between that targeted token and query
tokens as relevance score. Relevance score is further used
to pick the relevant tokens from the sequence for the train-
ing and prediction process. However, these techniques boost
the where clause performance a bit, indicating the potential
future improvement. They have not been able to impact the
process to the point of implementable NLIDB development.
Therefore, context consideration is another open challenge
that needs to be solved in this area.

3) SEMANTIC AND SYNTAX PROBLEM
The difficulty of text to SQL tasks lies mainly in the vague-
ness and complexity of Natural language. Therefore, under-
standing a user’s intention regarding some clause, i.e., where,
aggregator, etc., is the hardest part of this task [12]. Find-
ing the correct structure of the SQL query according to the
requirements in the natural language question is a syntax-
related issue. Mapping the user’s intention with the correct
SQL structure is known as a syntax problem. Syntax problem
is challenging because most of the time, structural informa-
tion is not available in the question directly. It is predicted
from the text analysis and the relationship between attributes
and cell values. An example of such a task is interpreting the
proper sense of adjectivesmentioned in the question andmap-
ping them with aggregator functions in SQL query. Methods
to cope with this issue include using external knowledge as
feature vectors [38]. External knowledge is some support-
ing material not exactly in the question or given database.
An example of this method is portrayed by [67], gathering
pairs of nouns and adjectives in the given domain, then mak-
ing two clusters of positive and negative adjectives for one
noun. Those pairs and their respective cluster representations
were passed to the model as part of the input feature vector.
Noun-adjective pair and positive/negative information pro-
vide additional information for deciding aggregate function
according to the requirement in the NL question. Various
other approaches simplify the syntax problem, but they are
also connected with semantic issues. These two problems,
i.e., syntactic problem and semantic problem, are correlated
in many ways. The semantic problem is related to the termi-
nology mapping of natural language questions and database
entities. This is another Prime issue to map natural language
question semantics with schema entities [23]. Words and
terms used for required data in natural language queries can
be different from the table/column names in the database.
To map the right words from the NL question to the correct
column/table names is this task’s semantic or lexical chal-
lenge.

Various methods that have been proposed for their solu-
tion consider them correlated to each other. Most techniques
focused on separating these two parts in the overall process
so that they can be solved one by one. SQL sketch generation

is one of the methods that have been used widely to deal with
syntax before so that the prediction model can focus more
on the semantic issue. In SQL sketch generation, the model
predicts the SQL syntax overall as a first step, according to
the natural language question requirements. That sketch is
treated as a template at a later stage. Each slot is predicted
and filled one at a time via separate prediction modules. This
way, the model takes care of syntax issues separately and can
focus more on semantic issues with given syntax. SQL sketch
is predicted in different forms, i.e., set of rules to call other
prediction modules one after the other, syntax trees, interme-
diate form for NL question and SQL query etc. intermediate
representation is a middle form of NL question not having
fully syntax or semantic structure. Later it is used to generate
a complete SQL query. Grammar building or a set of rules
is another helpful technique to tackle syntax problems [63].
Another way is to tackle the semantic issue first and focus
syntax part later. Both of these methods have their own set of
pros and cons along with their constraints. For the syntax first
method, an additional module is required to predict the sketch
only. For the semantic first method, anonymization or entity
linking techniques are used. Anonymization means making a
query anonymous for database content by tagging the column
names and cell values as the column, and cell respectively.
Only tag of column/cell/table value in an NL question is
identified and not their exact value or exact table that they are
related. With anonymizing the query, many queries become
similar because of the absence of required values. One SQL
syntax is predicted for each group of similar queries. These
anonymized statements are fed as an input feature to the
model for the full query. It acts as a piece of additional
information for the model that later adds syntax information.
Entity linking is another word for anonymization. In entity
linking, database entities are identified beforehand, along
with which table they are related to. [36] Utilize the entity
linking in Question hints and schema hints. Question hints
meaning question tokens contain the information of which
tokens are most likely table, column or values based on
schema information. Vice versa schema hints contain the
significant column and table names according to the natural
language question.

The joint table Filtering (JTF) method is also used to
fine-tune the selection of tables in from clause [57]. In the
context of JTF, irrelevant tables that are required to link
the required table only are removed at training time added
later with the help of a foreign key. This way, table noise
is removed, and a bit of efficiency is included in the pro-
cess. Discretely relevant and accurate table and question
alignment is made. Supplement Column Names (SCN) [57]
removes vagueness when the question tokens are tagged with
schema elements. Column names are supplemented with the
respective table names in case of similar column names in
different tables. The intermediate representation is another
technique used widely to generate a rough representation of
NL questions that can provide the information of semantics in
some structural way. They are in a semantic tree or replacing
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database contents with predefined tokens [58]. Intermediate
representation being middle statement is partially a SQL
query and partially NL question. All of these are methods
and techniques for semantic and syntax issues contributing to
the existing performance of NLIDBs. But as observed from
results achieved so far, condition accuracy is not up to the
point of real-time implementation. Therefore, more ideas and
combinations of these techniques to solve the syntax and
semantic problem is a challenge.

B. DATASET CHALLENGES
NLIDB systems with a Deep learning model primarily
using supervised learning. For supervised learning, labelled
datasets are required for training purposes [32]. Dataset is
an impactful part of any supervised learning task. Given that
NLIDB with Deep learning is a comparatively recent area,
it hasmore issueswith the dataset. Available standard datasets
for NLIDB have been discussed in section 4 and their prob-
lems and advantages. In this section, issues and challenges
regarding the dataset in NLIDB are explained below.

1) UNAVAILABILITY OF DATASET
Deep learning end to end models requires labelled dataset
for training purpose. Available datasets for text to SQL tasks
are not complex enough to represent the real world ques-
tions asked by the users. Few available standard datasets
for this purpose includes two latest one, i.e., Wikisql and
Spider datasets [44]. These two are the most used datasets
for NLIDB research and experimentation. They are conve-
nient options in terms of comparisons and efficiency analysis.
Wikisql consists of single table databases; therefore far too
much simple as compared to actual user’s queries. Thus,
although some work has achieved significant performance
on the Wikisql dataset, it cannot be considered for real-time
usage.

Spider is the more recent dataset and is more complex than
Wikisql. It contains cross-domain databases, multiple tables
databases, and other clauses like order by, group by, etc. Still,
Spider is also not complex enough to the level of practical
usage. The number of examples that contain complex clauses
like group by is not enough to train the end to end text to
SQL model for these clauses. There are techniques to utilize
DB logs for reverse creating the NL questions to create the
labelled dataset. But such generated data suffer from bias-
ness and cannot fully serve the purpose. Some augmentation
methods are being used to expand existing complex data.

GAN based augmentation methods are one of those exam-
ples [17]. GAN based augmentation model is widely used in
NLP (Natural Language Processing) area overall. In GAN
based model, a generator is trained with some loss func-
tion to generate Natural language queries from given SQL
building Natural language questions and SQL query dataset.
A biased dataset can be a side effect of this method. How-
ever, such methods are evaluated later during human crowd-
sourcing with a random set of samples. Still, data generated
from such a model cannot be as original and complex as

human-generated data. Therefore, a biased dataset is a signif-
icant issue of these methods. Some manual techniques have
been adopted to make the process more authentic. One of
them includes tagging the schema related information in natu-
ral language questions. When taking schema information out,
many statements might look similar [51]. Similar statements
are grouped to form clusters of similar types. Finally, their
multiple possible combinations are generated, expanding the
existing data. This method involves human effort at many
levels. Therefore, We can count it as more authentic than
the previously discussed ones. Overall, these methods coping
with this dataset issues are working well in the case of fewer
datasets [52]. But they are not enough to build an NLIDB
system for actual usage. Some solution for complex dataset
issue is still an open challenge in this area.

2) CROSS DOMAIN ADOPTABILITY
Cross-domain adaptability of a model is another open chal-
lenge for NLIDB. As it is not practical to train a model from
scratch every time dealing with a new domain, the recent
task Spider dataset includes the databases containing mul-
tiple domain data, providing the option to train and test the
cross-domain adaptability. A model needs to handle unseen
datasets to effective results on that dataset [58]. Therefore,
cross-domain adaptability has been a focus in recent models
to experiment with spider datasets. Some of the methods
adopted for syntax and schema issues have been useful for
cross-domain adaptability issues. General ideas to deal with
domain issues consist of separating the schema information
from syntax. Common methods adopted from the NLP area
to mitigate this issue include anonymization or entity link-
ing. For anonymization, schema-related information replaces
predefined tokens and makes the overall statement anony-
mous regarding any schema. After anonymized statements
become schema independent therefore can be utilized to train
the model generally. Editing based mechanism is another
approach for cross-domain adaptability [43]. A partial query
is evaluated and edited for improvement in the target domain.
The intermediate representation is another way to tackle the
cross-domain issue. An intermediate form of natural lan-
guage question and SQL query is generated containing syntax
and predefined context-free grammar. These methods are an
initiative toward tackling this problem but not providing a
complete solution yet. Therefore, cross-domain adaptability
is included in open issues as well.

3) CAPTURING SCHEMA INFORMATION AS INPUT FEATURE
For Deep learningmodels for the text to SQL task, basic input
features are labelled data of Natural language questions and
SQL queries for training. Besides these two schemas, related
information is treated as an additional input feature. The
natural language question is represented in tokens and their
word embedding for the model testing phase [60]. Regard-
ing the schema information, it varies with every model that
how much information they utilize. Most commonly, models
consider only column names as schema information. It varies
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up to tables’ names, column names, column data types and
sometimes cell values. It seems that schema information
is not being considered fully for this task until now [47].
In sequence to set models, other clauses are handled one by
one except the ‘‘from’’ clause. Models predict the ‘‘from’’
clause based on their supervised training and do not have
schema relations information. Additional schema informa-
tion such as relationships of the tables can help planning a
way to predict from clause as well, instead of relying on
training only. Therefore, how much schema information can
be integrated with input features and influence the output is
an issue that needs to be resolved [59]. Few models have
been proposed to convert the schema information into a graph
with a GNNmodel. Later calculating the weight of nodes and
edges based on their relationship and overall impact. Finally,
they used their weighted nodes and edges to capture the rela-
tionships among entities completely. Including the schema
information as part of the input can improve logical form
accuracy and query efficiency regarding the number of tables
joining in the query [46]. Recently the significant amount
of work for NLIDB focused on the schema encoding issue.
But it still has room for potential improvement. Therefore,
it needs more attention and is considered an open challenge
for NLIDB with the Deep learning area.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have reviewed the NLIDB with Deep
learning in-depth. We have summarized the findings of the
area, highlighted the issues and challenges, and discussed the
methods and techniques proposed to cope with them. Recent
work has been compared to emphasize achieved performance
and to find out limitations linked with them. Some tools and
techniques that have been adopted to solve the challenges are
also explained, along with their pros and cons. It has been
concluded from this review paper that supervised learning
with RNNmodels ismost used for NLIDB systems. Sequence
to Sequence and Sequence to set are two basic approaches for
building text to SQL models. Both of these have their respec-
tive limitations and advantages as well. Such as sequence to
sequence approaches face order matter problem and sequence
to set approaches face the lack of context. Currently, both
methods are being adopted and experimented in parallel, and
efforts are being invested in mitigating their issues. Rein-
forcement learning is used on top of the standard sequence to
sequence model to minimize the order matter problem. For
the lack of context problem in sequence to set approaches,
attention mechanisms are used widely to add the explicit con-
nection and context for tokens. Generally, condition related
problems are dominated in the area along with dataset issues.
NLP techniques are being used in various combinations along
with machine learning ideas to minimize the issues. Although
NLIDB systems’ accuracy is not high enough for practi-
cal usage, recent work is promising enough to foresee the
potential possibilities. More research insights and ideas are
needed tomitigate the problems related to condition accuracy.
Finally, the available datasets i.e; wikisql, Spider dataset etc

are not complex enough to train the model for real-time usage
and are observed to be a hurdle for advancements in the area.
More ideas are required in that context also. Overall, besides
all the efforts, it is still an unsolved area that is open for work.
For future work, more datasets should be fine tuned with real
time complex queries for the purpose of training and test-
ing these models. Furthermore, attention mechanisms can be
exploredmore and find the possibilities to adopt in this area as
they have shown the potential to improve the overall accuracy
by adding explicit context. ‘‘Group by’’ clause and ‘‘order
by’’ has been the least focus, mainly because of unavailability
of datasets that contain enough training example with these
clauses. Therefore, working on these clauses can also bring
the overall accuracy near to the real time usage.
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